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where each aj is a <l,=)a atom and E IXjl C, C independent of a. Like the nonweighted case, thls can be done by using the Calderon-Zygmnd decoposftion [4] , [5] . [4] , [5] .
Let f L p and choose a q so that < q < p < Pl < "
As in the proof of by Cta(Et). The rest of proof proceed as in [4] , [5] with a few modifications, so we omit the details.
PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS.
PROOF OF THEOREM I. Let-I/r' < a 0. To prove the conclusion, it suffices to II II C for every (I,)( On the other hand, On the other hand, using Lemma (c) again, (4.4) . is completes the proof.
